Classified Advertising

Classified advertising orders and copy, and cancellations, should be addressed to the Publications Office, ACRL, 50 East Huron Street, Chicago 60611, and should reach that office before the tenth of the month preceding publication of issue desired. Copy received after that time may be held for the next issue.

Rate for classified advertising is $1.25 per printed line. No additional charge is made for nonmember advertising.

BOOKS WANTED

THE WORLD UNIVERSITY will gratefully accept your donations of new and used surplus books for its Junior College research library. Shipping charges will be gladly paid on all contributions. All categories wanted, but query us on our specific needs. Write World University, P.O. Box 4800-K, University Station, Tucson, Ariz. 85717.

SEEKING early Congressional Directories: 1Cong-2&3 sess, 2C-1&2s, 3C-1&2s, 4C-2&3s, 5C-2&3s, 6C-2&3s, 8&9C-1&2s, 10C-2&3s, Perry Goldman, 320 Riverside Drive, N.Y.C. 10025.

POSITIONS WANTED

YOUNG LIBRARIAN with strong science background and 27 months of cataloging experience seeks a position in which she can use this education. Box 736, CRL, 50 E. Huron St., Chicago 60611.

ADMINISTRATOR, M.S.L.S., Ph.D., 8 years professional experience, publications, seeks directorship in a liberal arts college library or associate directorship in a university library. Middle Atlantic states preferred, but would consider any large metropolitan area. Available after February, 1969. Box 737, CRL, 50 E. Huron St., Chicago 60611.

POSITIONS OPEN

Acquisitions

LARGE COLLEGE LIBRARY, NYC. ACQUISITION LIBRARIAN, Gifts: some experience preferred. Position will be open 9/1/68 at the instructor rank. As of 10/1/68, the salary will be $10,050. Work week 35 hours, 30 during the summer. 6 week paid vacation, choice of paid health plans. MLS from accredited library school required. STATE FULL DETAILS OF EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE IN REPLY. Box 735, CRL, 50 E. Huron St., Chicago 60611.

Automation

HEAD LIBRARIAN, Regis College, Denver, Colo. Requirements: Masters from approved library school; second subject master's preferred; admin. exp. Start Jan. 1 or earlier. Send resume to E. Tannenbaum, Head Libr., Regis College, W. 50th & Lowell, Denver, Colo. 80221.

HEAD OF TECHNICAL SERVICES to direct order, serials and cataloging activities of college library converting to LC classification. Degree from ALA-accredited school, and professional experience at supervisory level essential. Usual benefits. Library collection of 125,000 volumes. Department staff of eight. Undergraduate liberal arts college for women, midway between Boston and Providence. Apply: Miss Hilda F. Harris, Librarian, Wheaton College, Norton, Mass. 02766.


HEAD LIBRARIAN for the Dubois Campus of the Pennsylvania State University. Campus has delightful rural setting, about 450 full-time students. Part of a growing & innovative library system. 5th-year library degree required, plus experience. Good benefits, salary depends on experience and qualifications. Apply to: Personnel Librarian, The Pennsylvania State University Libraries, University Park, Pennsylvania 16802.
faculty fellowships, transportation paid to one professional meeting each year. Contact Mr. Richard M. Dougherty, Associate Director of Libraries, University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado 80302.

Cataloging

RENSSELAER POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE seeks additional CATALOGERS needed in library actively automating technical processes. Position includes participation in planning, some supervision of clerks in reclassification from Dewey to LC, MLS from accredited school. $7,500-$7,700, 11-month year, usual employee benefits. Edward A. Chapman, Director of Libraries, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, N.Y. 12181.

CATALOG LIBRARIAN. Immediate opening. University Library 40 minutes from New York City. MLS degree or equivalent required. Faculty status including tenure and sabbatical leaves. TIAA-CREF, Social Security, other benefits. Salary $7,300 up depending on qualifications and experience. Apply to Miss D. Nora Gallagher, Director, Adelphi University Library, Garden City, New York 11530.

CATALOGER. $7,600 up and up, depending on qualifications. Miami University, founded in 1809, has an enrollment of 11,000 and a library of over 500,000 volumes and offers accredited doctorates in 8 subjects. Oxford is a sylvan university town near Hueston Woods state park and 35 miles northwest of Cincinnati. Apply to John Weatherford, Assoc. Dir. & University Librarian, Miami University, Oxford, Ohio 45056.

ASSISTANT CATALOGER (with some work in reference) in liberal arts college library located in beautiful and historic rural setting near eastern metropolitan centers. Participant in active 10-college library cooperative program. 5th year library degree. Salary depends on qualifications and experience. Attractive fringe benefits. Apply: Mrs. Lillian H. Smoke, Librarian, Gettysburg College, Gettysburg, Pa. 17325.


Immediate opening for: CATALOGER (opportunity to become head of technical services), ACQUISITION, REFERENCE & CIRCULATION Librarians. Two years experience and administrative ability required for the first two positions. Faculty salary scale with rank and benefits. Experience in computer application not required, but favorable attitude and willingness to learn is necessary. Write Box 734, CRL, 50 E. Huron St., Chicago 60611.


CATALOG LIBRARIAN. Virginia Polytechnic Institute has openings for a reference librarian and catalogers. Fifth year degree from ALA accredited library school required. Salary range 7,032-8,784 depending on experience. Apply to: Frank C. Shirk, Library Director, V.P.I., Blacksburg, Va., 24061.

THE UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR invites qualified applicants to apply for the following vacant positions: PRINCIPAL SCIENCE LIBRARIAN (Grade III) to assume responsibility for directing book selection and for coordinating reference and bibliographic services in the science areas of the pure and applied sciences. SENIOR SCIENCE LIBRARIANS (Grade II) to assist in collection development, and to provide reference and bibliographic services in designated areas of the pure and applied sciences. Substantial background in the physical or life sciences and a minimum of four years (Grade III), or two years (Grade II) of working experience in a science library, or science information center is essential. Expanding medium-size university situated across international boundary from Detroit; air-conditioned building. Addition tripling present building capacity in the final planning stage. Salary range for Grade III position is Can. $9,000-$12,500; for Grade II Can. $7,800-$10,500. Fringe benefits include one month’s vacation, sick leave, medical, hospital, disability and group insurance, pension plan. Applications, including curriculum vitae, should be directed to: William F. Dollar, University Librarian, UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR, WINDSOR, ONTARIO, CANADA.

Multiple

LIBRARIANS Community College, 25 minutes from N.Y.C. and all cultural benefits, opening in September, planning a computerized library. A LIBERAL ARTS COLLEGE for women in the beautiful southeast has an immediate open-
DUTIES: Assist in preorder and precatalog bibliographic searching, maintain out-of-print desiderata files, contact faculty in direct planning of library collections for curriculum support, assist in collaboration with circulation department in on-going inventory and collection building. For this position, some reading of foreign languages is necessary. (Russian especially desirable, though not necessary.) An active interest in the book trade and the application of computer techniques to the acquisitions process, combined with an aggressive personality, are especially important as qualifications for this position. Academic status, annual leave, 24 working days. Liberal retirement plan, sick leave and health insurance plans. Write: Donald G. Wilson, Acting University Librarian, University of California Library, P.O. Box 5900, Riverside, California 92507.

WE ARE AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.

$10,000. If you have imagination, understanding, some supervisory experience, knowledge of acquisition sources, wide book knowledge and talent for organization, call, write, wire or come to see Alice E. McKinley, Executive Director of the DuPage Library System, 330 South Reber Street, Wheaton, Illinois 60187 (Tel: 312 653-6457).

BIBLIOGRAPHIC CONTROL DIVISION HEAD responsible for controlling access to in-process materials in large University Library. Duties include: training and supervision of professionals, searchers and student assistants in searching and precataloging. Requirements: 5th year library degree, min. of 2 years previous experience. Salary commensurate with experience and education. Send vita with 3 references to: Personnel Librarian, Pennsylvania State University Libraries, University Park, Pennsylvania 16802.

SERIALS CATALOGER to assist with serials cataloging, take charge of serials reclassification, and assume major responsibility for training new catalogers. Good experience with LC required. Beginning salary $10,388 (academic year plus 8-week summer session). Complete academic status with all regular faculty vacations. Fast growing university with enrollment of 16,500, seven miles from another major university, and thirty miles from Detroit. Position open now. Apply E. W. Erickson, head librarian, Eastern Michigan University, Ypsilanti, Michigan.

SERIALS CATALOGER responsible for all serials cataloging in large University Library. Duties include: training and supervision of professional and non-professionals using LC copy; original cataloging in LC classification. Requirements: 5th year library degree, min. of 1 year previous serial catalog experience. Salary adjusted for experience and education. Good benefits, faculty status. Send vita with 3 references to: Personnel Librarian, The Pennsylvania State University Libraries, University Park, Pennsylvania 16802.

IT'S STILL HAPPENING AND WE STILL NEED HELP. We've interviewed many interesting persons but our System Resources Librarian's position is still available. A creative and stimulating professional life can be yours as you assist in selecting materials and developing a cooperative selection and acquisition policy for the DUPAGE LIBRARY SYSTEM of 51 public libraries in the Chicago metropolitan area. Headquarters office and headquarters library conveniently located in Wheaton on commuter line 45 minutes to loop. Directly responsible to the System Director, but will develop program by working with staffs of member libraries. Beginning salary up to $7,164-$7,908 per annum.

Subject Specialists

BIBLIOGRAPHER. New position, combining reference, cataloging, and some selection as specialist within functional organization. Academic status, good fringe benefits. Require graduate library degree and graduate study in Humanities or Social Sciences. Salary range $7,100-$9,000 depending on qualifications and experience. Box 738, CRL, 50 E. Huron St., Chicago 60611.

DEPARTMENT HEADS, in land grant university library serving 15,000 students. Re-
When we first announced the publication of Science Citation Index,® skeptics said that it couldn’t be done—that we could not maintain the initial low cost of $1250 per year for SCI.® Contrary to this pessimistic prognosis, ISI has, in effect, reduced the price of SCI by 20%. When you purchase a five-year run of SCI for 1964-1968, including the quarterlies for 1968, you pay only an average $1000 for each year. The arithmetic is simple: you pay the same price for the 1968 SCI as when it started in 1964—$1250—but you get the 1964 and 1965 editions at half-price, saving $1250 in all. In other words, you get those five years of SCI for the price of four—a total discount of 20%.

And consider this: Although the price in 1968 is the same as in 1964, the number of journals covered by SCI has tripled—an increase from 700 in 1964 to over 2000 in 1968! Each calendar-year edition of SCI is a completely different and permanently valuable reference tool. Each quarterly alone is a storehouse of information (and the quarterly issues can also be used in satellite libraries). Each annual is truly a record of the year’s research—the only calendar-year index published.

Don’t be misled by false claims—SCI is the only index for science published based on the concept of citation indexing. ISI invented the SCI. SCI is the only index in which you can trace the path of related scientific ideas through the years and across the arbitrary boundaries imposed by conventional classification systems and title indexing.†

The fact that the 1968 SCI will contain over two million citation access points might seem meaningless in itself, were it not indicative of the orderly way in which this large reservoir of interdisciplinary data has been made available to you. Each access point represents an avenue of approach into the current scientific literature—a starting point in a search—that enables you to extract precisely that information which is most relevant to each of your scientist’s particular needs—time and time again.

A recent article by C. C. Spencer illustrates the unique role of SCI in the library. “Subject Searching with Science Citation Index: Preparation of a Drug Bibliography Using Chemical Abstracts, Index Medicus, and Science Citation Index 1961 and 1964” can be found in American Documentation, Vol. 18, No. 2, pages 87-96 (1967).

A final word of caution to forward-looking librarians: We all resent the high charges made for reprinted editions of important bibliographical works. So don’t wait until SCI is out of print. We do not have an inexhaustible supply. Indeed, SCI sales have exceeded our expectations and supplies will be exhausted within the next few years.

Now is the time for you to act. If you are planning a new library, reserve your SCI set now.

† We ought to know. We also publish the largest title index in the world. (It’s called Permuterm® and it’s sold to our SCI customers at a special discount.)
requirements: graduate library degrees, subject backgrounds and several years of experience: (1) Engineering Sciences, and (2) Social Sciences. Faculty status. Salary: open. Apply: R. H. DeWitt, Assistant Director of Libraries, Colorado State University, Fort Collins, Colorado 80521.

SOUTHEAST ASIAN LIBRARIAN, Business Bibliographer, Cataloger. Where growth means opportunity, Northern Illinois University has three immediate positions in its expanding library. Masters degree required and experience desirable. Minimum salary $720 a month and up, depending on qualifications. Eleven month contract, all college vacations, Illinois retirement system benefits. Faculty Status, academic rank. Interested applicants should send a detailed letter, transcripts of credits, experience record, and have letters of reference sent to Mr. George M. Nenonen, Personnel Director, Swen Franklin Parson Library, Northern Illinois University, DeKalb, Illinois, 60115.

SOCIAL SCIENCE LIBRARIAN: A new position. To head up a newly established Social Science Division at the fastest growing University Library in Western Michigan. We are interested in an imaginative working administrator-bibliographer, who can develop collections, deal with faculty and students, and able to train supporting staff. This is an opportunity to work in a unique public service area. Plenty of room for creative and imaginative ideas to be introduced. Faculty rank and faculty status. Salary open and competitive. Generous fringe benefits. Kalamazoo is a pleasant city and a cultural center itself. Has excellent freeway connections in all directions and is two hours driving time from such major cities as Detroit and Chicago. Position available after September 1, 1968. Please send your application and curriculum vitae or call: Peter Spyers-Duran, Director of Libraries, Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo, Michigan 49001. 616/383-1847.

RENSSELAER POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE seeks SCIENCE REFERENCE LIBRARIAN for collection development and evaluation, liaison with faculty and students, reference duty; opportunities for research and for participation in development of library automation. Undergraduate background in science, MLS from accredited school, $7,500+, 11-month year, usual employee benefits. Edward A. Chapman, Director of Libraries, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, N.Y. 12181.

CHEMICAL, librarian. The Shell Companies have an opening in the San Francisco Bay Area, and another in New York, for a chemical librarian. San Francisco Bay Area: Library serving major industrial research laboratory seeks individual to take charge of all public services, including scientific and bibliographic reference, and to assist in planning and implementing utilization of new methods of handling scientific and technical information. New York: Cataloging, reference, and literature searching on behalf of management and technical personnel engaged in research and development, engineering, sales, and market research. Requirements: BS in Chemistry, MLS preferred. 0 to 5 years experience. Shell's employee benefits include a liberal education assistance program. If interested in these positions, please send a complete resume to O. C. Stanberry, Recruitment Representative, Dept. RL, The Shell Companies, Box 2099, Houston 77001. An equal opportunity employer.

SCIENCE LIBRARIAN: Oakland University requires a Science Librarian who will be responsible for science reference services, will assist in the selection and building of the science collection, and will maintain liaison with science faculty. A Bachelor's degree with a science concentration and a Master's degree in Librarianship from an accredited school are required. The salary range is from $8,500 to $10,000, depending upon education and experience. Kresge Library is located twenty-five miles from Detroit in beautiful surroundings. Send resume to: W. Royce Butler, University Librarian, Oakland University, Rochester, Michigan 48063.
14 Good Reasons Why You Should Spend $1250 a Year for a Permuterm® Subject Index

1 MULTI-ENTRY INDEXING The key to PS™ indexing is title indexing in-depth by presenting alphabetized entries for every possible pairing of words in titles and subtitles.

2 SPEED AND FLEXIBILITY PSI’s technique of pairing words enables the user to locate any combination of terms quickly without having to examine a number of irrelevant items under a particular term.

3 SPECIFICITY AND SELECTIVITY PSI searches involving a single term are quick and efficient. Searches involving two or more terms are especially easy, as simple as an alphabetical look-up. Terms may even be used to exclude certain types of information.

4 UNIQUENESS The PSI is a “natural language” indexing system based on the real language of science, the current living vocabulary used today by publishing authors, not indexers.

5 COMPREHENSIVENESS The PSI policy of indexing all articles within a journal, regardless of discipline, prevents coverage gaps associated with the selective subject indexes.

6 JOURNAL SELECTION The PSI selection of important journals in all important fields is based, in part, on highly accurate citation analyses of their articles, not a mindless lifting of titles from other lists.

7 MULTIDISCIPLINARY SCOPE The PSI covers over 90 disciplines, categorizing the journals by subject and by country.

8 EXTENSIVE COVERAGE The PSI for 1987 covers 300,000 scientific and technological items.

9 SOURCE IDENTIFICATION All the source items are listed alphabetically by author in the accompanying Source Index. The source material identifies type of items as well as all co-authors and includes full bibliographic details.

10 CROSS-REFERENCED AUTHORS Comprehensive cross-references are provided for every co-author. Thus, all current articles by a given author can be identified in one place in the Source Index.

11 CALENDAR YEAR COVERAGE The PSI is a calendar year index and, for the journals covered, includes all items published and available by the end of the year.

12 TRANSLATION Foreign language titles are indexed under the corresponding English terms. Judicious man-machine editing has been applied as much as possible to standardize spelling variations.

13 RELIABILITY The PSI is produced by ISI, leader in producing proven information retrieval and dissemination services.

14 SAVINGS If you’re already a subscriber to the Science Citation Index,® you can save an extra $550. The price of the PSI to SCI® subscribers is a low $700.

And there is more. Find out for yourself. Write today to Dept.101-91. We’ll send details, information and sample formats.
From Aesop to Dr. Seuss, if it's been published in America or England you can probably find it in—

CHILDHOOD IN POETRY

A five-volume bibliography and index of 10,000 books and the 100,000 child-oriented poems which first appeared in them

Edited by John MacKay Shaw

A catalog of the Shaw Childhood in Poetry Collection

Robert Manning Strozier Library
Florida State University
Tallahassee, Florida

CHILDHOOD IN POETRY is believed to be the most comprehensive work ever published in the field of children's verse. In total, it is a gigantic mosaic that reflects the literary and social climates that have motivated children—and adults—throughout the centuries. Each entry provides extensive bibliographic details not only for first printings of books of poetry but also for anthologies, periodicals, annuals and other materials in which poems have appeared that relate to childhood or which have been read to and by children.

Librarians, researchers, teachers, and collectors will readily recognize this major new reference as their primary guide to the content of 10,000 books in which first appeared 100,000 poems on thousands of subjects ranging from Aardvark to Glass to Stains to Zoo.

Volumes 1 through 4 are composed of numbered entries listed alphabetically by author. For each book cited the title page is recorded in full; publication date and edition are specified; and volume size and pagination are indicated. Further details of collation, binding, points of issue identification, and the like are included where important. A typical passage from the poetry in each book is provided for quick appraisal of its style and content. The editor's personal comments on many poems, volumes, and poets, based on his intimate knowledge of the individual books, adds an only-source element of unusual value to the researcher.

The names of as many illustrators as could be identified through credits or research are cited, and one of the set's most interesting features is the 175 illustrations of both title and text pages that are re-produced from publications in the collection. These serve to graphically indicate the changing trends in art and book design.

Volume 5 is an exhaustive two-part index to the collection. First, there is a Short Title List and Key arranged by author and numbered to correspond to the base volume. Through this, key books cited by number alone in the index are easily identified without referring to the base volumes. Second, there is a Keyword Index citing more than 100,000 poems under thousands of headings.

We invite you to examine CHILDHOOD IN POETRY free for thirty days, after which you may retain the set and pay our invoice or return to us without further obligation.

"...valuable to any library supporting the study of children's literature". —CHOICE

GALE RESEARCH CO.

BOOK TOWER • DETROIT, MICHIGAN 48226